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Summary

Over the last few years, the field of wireless ad hoc networks has attracted tremen-

dous interest from the research community. The primary attraction of a wireless

ad hoc network is the fact that networks can form spontaneously without the

need for any fixed infrastructure. The critical design issues for mobile ad hoc

networks include provisioning of seamless communication with Quality-of-Service

(QoS) guarantees, high data accessibility, reliable data transfer, low energy con-

sumption, and high communication performance. However, limited bandwidth

and battery power, mobility of nodes, and frequent change of network topology

add several new dimensions to this problem.

Due to the mobility characteristic of a mobile ad hoc network, many routing tech-

niques have been developed to route messages. Although routing protocols play

an important role in mobile ad hoc networks, other issues such as data access are

also important to achieve the ultimate goal of setting up a network, which is to

communicate with each other and exchange information. Since wireless resources

in a mobile ad hoc network are rather limited, data requests must be satisfied in

a very efficient way. Usually those data requests, that cannot be satisfied within a
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Summary viii

period of time, are considered as failed/blocked. Therefore, it is a challenging task

to retain data accessibility over a mobile ad hoc network. The overall objective

of this research is to design and develop data caching schemes in order to retain

data accessibility. In particular, a single-server network model is considered and a

location-dependent data access pattern is addressed. A selfish cache technique is

introduced as the underlying reference. Two caching schemes are proposed, Sim-

ple Cache and Relay Cache. Location-dependent cache handover and replacement

schemes are introduced to further enhance data accessibility.

Most of previous works use Random Waypoint Mobility Model, which is not real-

istic enough in most situations. In order to verify the performance of the proposed

schemes and to recommend the most relevant caching policy in different cases, var-

ious mobility models are examined in this research, including Random Waypoint,

Random Direction, Gauss-Markov, Manhattan Grid and Reference Point Group

Mobility (RPGM).

The performance is evaluated by examining the impact of memory size, request

generating time, and the maximum moving speed of mobile nodes on data acces-

sibility. Furthermore, energy consumption is considered in this research. Hence, a

reasonable recommendation could be made by balancing energy consumption and

data accessibility.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction to Ad Hoc Networks

The last decade has seen the rapid convergence of two pervasive technologies:

wireless communication and the Internet [1]. Today, many people carry numerous

portable devices, such as laptops, mobile phones, PDAs and iPods or other mp3

players, for use in their professional and private lives. As a result, people may store

their data in different devices according to their own preferences. Most of the time,

it is very difficult to exchange data between different types of devices without the

aid of a network. Furthermore, it is not always possible to make use of the Internet

as their underlying networking platform due to physical/geographical constraints.

With the development of technology in wireless communication, more and more

mobile devices are integrated with wireless communication capacity. Therefore, a

technique allowing a group of mobile devices to build a network among themselves

anytime and anywhere becomes interesting to the research community.

Mobile ad hoc network is the outcome of this demand as mentioned before. Ba-

sically, a mobile ad hoc network is an autonomous collection of mobile nodes [2].

1
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N5

Figure 1.1: A Mobile Ad Hoc Network

Mobile nodes can communicate with each other by creating a multi-hop wireless

connection and maintaining connectivity without any special infrastructure. Each

mobile node plays the role of a router which handles the communications among

mobile nodes. A mobile node can communicate with another node that is immedi-

ately within its radio range. If a node outside its radio range need to be accessed,

one or more intermediate nodes will be needed to relay the data between the source

and the destination. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a typical mobile ad hoc net-

work. In this example, N4 can communicate with N5 and N3 directly as they are

located within the transmission range of N4. However, N0 is outside of the radio

range of N6, intermediate nodes N1, N2, N3, N4 and N5 then act as routers while

establishing the connection between N0 and N6.

1.1.1 Advantages & Applications of Ad Hoc Networks

The major advantage of a mobile ad hoc network is that it does not need any base

station as is required in either wired network or regular mobile networks, such as
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GSM, GPRS or even 3G [2]. With further advances in technology, mobile ad hoc

networks will be implemented in various situations. A mobile ad hoc network can

be formed in any place as required immediately which makes it indispensable in

battlefield and disaster relief/rescue situations. It is useful in some places that

are not covered by fixed network with Internet connectivity. In this situation,

the mobile nodes in the newly established ad hoc network can be used to provide

the coverage. It also can be used in areas where the available network has been

destroyed. As mobile devices are driven by battery, mobile ad hoc networks can

be used in the situation of electricity failure, which lead the traditional Internet or

cellular network out of order because they are both dependent on the line power.

1.1.2 Challenges Faced by Ad Hoc Networks

As any conventional wired/wireless network, there are some common challenges

that need to be faced while setting up a new mobile ad hoc network. Similar to

other wireless networks, the boundaries of the network are not well defined and

hence it is possible for any node to enter and leave the network at any time while

they are moving. It is also possible for a mobile ad hoc network with a large

number of nodes to split into two or more networks either because these groups

are physically apart from one another or due to disfunction of some key joint mobile

nodes. Hidden-terminal and exposed-terminal problems are also faced by mobile

ad hoc networks. In a mobile ad hoc network, mobile nodes have both power and

bandwidth constraints, which will lead to power failure or channel congestions and

both will decrease the QoS of the mobile ad hoc network. Furthermore, a mobile

ad hoc network may be constructed by all kinds of mobile devices, which may

have different capacity, functionality and protocols. Hence it is necessary to find a

solution where all these devices can operate together.
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1.1.3 Routing Schemes for Ad Hoc Networks

Both the advantages and the challenges of mobile ad hoc networks are due to the

mobility of nodes, which makes the network topology change frequently. Therefore,

routing in such networks is an important issue and meanwhile is a challenging task.

Because of the importance of routing in mobile ad hoc networks, a lot of research

have been done on this topic and many routing schemes have been proposed. Most

of the proposed routing schemes use the information about the links that exist in

the network to perform data forwarding. Those routing protocols can be roughly

divided into three categories: proactive (table-driven), reactive (on-demand) and

hybrid.

1. Proactive routing algorithms employ classical routing schemes such as distance-

vector routing or link-state routing. They maintain routing information

about the available paths in the network even if these paths are not cur-

rently used.

2. Reactive routing protocols maintain only the routes that are currently in use,

thereby reducing the burden on the network when only a small subset of all

available routes is in use at any time.

3. Hybrid routing protocols combine local proactive routing and global reactive

routing in order to achieve a higher level of efficiency and scalability.

Examples of routing protocols belonging to these three categories are shown in

Table 1.1 respectively. Several more sophisticated routing protocols have been

proposed by employing route caching schemes [15, 16].
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Table 1.1: Routing Protocols

1. Destination Sequenced Distance Vector (DSDV) [8]

2. Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [5]

3. Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OLSR) [6]

Proactive 4. Source Tree Adaptive Routing (STAR) [4]

5. Topology Dissemination Based on Reverse-Path

Forwarding (TBRPF) [3]

6. Wireless Routing Protocol (WRP) [7]

7. Associativity Based Routing Protocol (ABR) [9]

8. Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector Routing

Reactive (AODV)[12]

9. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [11]

10. Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm (TORA) [10]

Hybrid 11. Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP)[13]

1.2 Overview of Data Caching

In traditional wired networks, the network topology seldom changes once the net-

work is set up properly. The servers usually have very high computation capacity

and storage space, which allow them to implement complicated algorithms to serve

various applications in the network. On the other hand, the bandwidth and other

resources are abundant, which ensure that data requests are not to be blocked due

to lack of resources within a short period of time. However, in mobile ad hoc net-

works, disconnection and network division occur frequently as mobile nodes move

arbitrarily, and the wireless resources are very sparse. As a result, data request

may be easily blocked when no route exist between requesting node and the data
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server or when the wireless bandwidth is used up. Thus, data accessibility in mo-

bile ad hoc networks is lower than in the conventional wired networks, where the

data accessibility is defined as the ratio of successfully served data requests, Rsuc,

over all data requests in a network, Rtot, as shown by the equation below:

Pa =
Rsuc

Rtot

(1.1)

Caching was first introduced by Wilkes [17] in 1965, and is popularly employed in

many systems, such as distributed file systems, database systems, and traditional

wired network systems, etc.

In the past few decades, data caching has been widely studied and used in dis-

tributed file systems and traditional wired networks [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 33, 34].

In such systems, nodes that host the database are more reliable and system failures

do not occur as frequently as in mobile ad hoc networks. Therefore, it is usually

sufficient to create a few replicas of a database, which can be used to provide higher

accessibility.

Data caching has been extensively studied in a Web environment as well [30, 31].

The goal is to place some replicas of web servers among a number of possible

locations so that the query delay is minimized. In the Web environment, links

and nodes are stable. Therefore, the performance is measured by the query delay,

and data accessibility is not a big issue. Energy and memory constraints are not

considered either.

Hara [38] proposed some replica allocating methods to improve data accessibility

on mobile ad hoc networks by replicating the original data and distributing the

replicas over the network beforehand. Those methods assume that all mobile nodes

are aware of the overall access probabilities to every data item in the network and

the access pattern is static throughout the life of the network.
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Another group of researchers addressed the cached data discovery problems. Takaaki

[39] proposed a “self-resolver” paradigm as a cached data discovery method in his

paper, which took into account the stability of a multi-hop route and derived two

types of link model: neighbor-dependent link model and neighbor-independent link

model. Instead of developing a complicated caching algorithm, Lim [40] integrated

a simple search algorithm into an aggregated caching scheme so as to access the

cached data more effectively. Yin and Cao [25] proposed a set of cooperative-

caching algorithms, CachePath and CacheData. In CachePath, the path to each

cached data item is stored and the cached data path will be used to redirect further

requests to nearby caching nodes. CacheData allows multiple nodes to cache the

data along the path established between the requesting node and the data server.

There are several advantages of using data caching:

1. Data caching reduces bandwidth consumption, thereby decreasing network

traffic and lessens network congestion.

2. Data caching reduces access latency due to two reasons:

(a) Frequently accessed data are fetched from nearby caching nodes instead

of faraway data servers, thus the transmission delay is minimized.

(b) Because of the reduction in network traffic, those data not cached can

also be retrieved relatively faster than without caching due to less con-

gestion along the path and less workload at the server.

3. Data caching reduces the workload of the data server by disseminating data

among the mobile nodes over the ad hoc network.

4. If the data server is not available due to physical failure of the server or

network partitioning, the requesting node can obtain a cached copy at the

caching nodes. Thus, data accessibility is enhanced.
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5. Data caching reduces the battery energy consumption as some requests are

served either locally or by some nearby caching nodes.

1.3 Basic Cache Replacement Policies

The objective of cache replacement algorithms is to minimize the miss count in

finite-sized storage systems. Some of the cache replacement policies have been

studied for Web caching [41, 42]. A replacement policy can be generally defined by

a comparison rule that compares two cached items. Once such a rule is known, all

objects in the cache can be sorted in an increasing order, and this is sufficient to

apply a replacement policy: the cache will remove the object of lowest value with

respect to the given comparison rule. Each cached item has several attributes, such

as access time (the last time when the object was accessed), item size or access

frequency. These attributes are used to define the replacement policies. Least

Recently Used (LRU)[36], Least Frequently Used (LFU)[36] and Minimum Size

(MINS)[37] are three such policies.

1.4 Motivation of This Thesis

Because of the amount of efforts have been put by the researchers over the years,

nowadays, the routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks are more mature than

any other research topic in the area of mobile ad hoc networks. With the currently

available routing schemes, it is not difficult to establish effective routes between

sources and destinations in a mobile ad hoc network. However, the ultimate goal

of setting up a mobile ad hoc network is not to establish routes, but to pro-

vide a means to accomplish information exchange. Therefore, besides developing

high-performance routing protocols, more efforts should be put in improving data
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accessibility among mobile nodes in mobile ad hoc networks. In order to address

this objective, the idea of data caching is employed in mobile ad hoc networks,

whereby intermediate nodes hold the data requested by other nodes in their cache

memories and those cached data will be used to serve further requests generated

among mobile nodes in the network.

So far in the literature there is little attention devoted to the study of caching

schemes with location-dependent data access being taken into account. Data

caching schemes with location-dependent data replacement and data handover poli-

cies are even rarer. However, the scenario is common that nodes have similar sets

of desired data while they are traveling in the same location. For example, people

are more likely to ask for information about animals/birds when they are visiting

a zoo, but people who are shopping at a downtown area hardly have the interests

to know anything about a tiger or a fox. Therefore, the type of information peo-

ple access is related to their location, in this thesis, we call it location-dependent

data access pattern. On the other hand, as mobile nodes only have limited storage

space, it is impossible for one node to hold all the data available in the network due

to these physical limitations. Due to the limited bandwidth and energy, it is also

not a good idea to have all requests served by the data server because the wireless

channels will be very congested near the data server and those mobile nodes close

to the data server have to consume their energy to relay data for others, which

makes it easy for them to drain out their batteries and the whole network will be

affected. However, if any mobile node could contribute part of its memory space

to hold data for others, the whole network will benefit from its contributions.

However, when a node only holds part of the data, there will be a tradeoff between

the query delay (which may be in terms of hops to traverse or time to spend) and

data accessibility. For example, in a mobile ad hoc network, a node caches the
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received data in its own memory whenever its request is successfully served. As a

result, the cached data are mainly for its own benefit, and the query delay may be

reduced dramatically since most of requests will be served locally with zero or very

small delay. However, when the location-dependent access pattern is considered,

mobile nodes in the same location will request for a similar set of data, which will

end up with an extreme scenario, that is every mobile node caches similar data

locally, and the rest of the data are not cached by anyone. Therefore, if a node

suddenly requests data, which is not cached by anyone nearby, the request will be

relayed to the data server. The probability to have the request successfully served

by the data server far away from the requesting node is much lower than the success

probability if a node nearby has the data in its memory. In this scenario, in order

to increase data accessibility, neighboring nodes should avoid caching too many

copies of same data by some means (For example, by disallowing caching the same

data that neighboring nodes already have). However, this solution may increase

the hops needed to travel in order to fetch the data since some nodes may not be

able to cache the most frequently accessed data locally, and have to access it from

other caching nodes or data server. Traversing more hops will end up with longer

query delay and higher energy consumption.

In this thesis, we focus on enhancing data accessibility. A location-dependent data

access pattern is studied. Several data caching schemes are proposed to address

data accessibility. The impact on the energy consumption will be considered with

the various data caching protocols employed. Location-dependent data handover

and data replacement techniques are introduced to further improve performance.

Research on mobile ad hoc networks are mostly simulation-based. NS-2 [61] and

Glomosim [62] are the two most popularly used simulators. With the lack of mobil-

ity model support, many researchers adopt the Random Waypoint mobility model
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[50] as their underlying mobility model in most of their simulation experiments.

However, mobility is the most important characteristic for mobile ad hoc networks.

Therefore, in order to evaluate the performance of our proposed caching schemes

under different mobility models, different sets of simulation experiments have been

done over a network with different mobility models, such as the Gauss-Markov mo-

bility model, the Manhattan Grid mobility model and the Group mobility model.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce

the required notations, definitions, and formulate the problem. In Chapter 3, we

present the proposed data caching schemes, then the location-dependent handover

and replacement policies are introduced. In Chapter 4, various mobility models

are presented. In Chapter 5, the detailed simulation testbed is described, then

the experimental results are presented and discussions are made for the results.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and discusses future works.



Chapter 2
Contributions & Problem Formulation

In this chapter, we shall introduce the problem we target to solve in this thesis.

The required notations, definitions and terminologies that will be used throughout

this thesis will be presented.

2.1 The Problem

N1

N2

N3 N4

N5

N1

N2

N3 N4

N5

Figure 2.1: Topology Change in Ad Hoc Networks

In wireless ad hoc networks, network disconnections are common because of the

movements and the drain of limited battery resources in mobile devices, which

make it difficult to retain data accessibility. Furthermore, the data traverses many

12
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hops from source to destination, which could result in a very large access latency.

Figure 2.1 shows such an example: initially, node N1 and N5 have a direct link

between them. When N5 moves out of N1’s radio range, the link between them is

broken. However, they can still communicate with each other through the interme-

diate nodes N2, N3, and N4. As a result, after the location change of N5, data has

to travel through 4 hops (N1-N2-N3-N4-N5) to serve a single request generated by

N5 (assuming N1 is the source); in contrast, the data need to traverse only one hop

before the link broke. If N4 and N5 keep generating data requests with a small time

interval between 2 requests, since bandwidth is a scarce and expensive resource in

mobile ad hoc networks, congestion may occur at the links from N1 to N4. In a

more serious case, if the link between N2 and N3 is also broken, the network will

be divided into two partitions. Then, the requests for data by N1 from N3, N4

and N5 will all be blocked because no routes are able to be established to make

the communication successful.

From the example described in the previous paragraph, it is apparent that there

are several difficulties we may encounter while designing a mobile ad hoc network.

These difficulties are network disconnections due to mobility of nodes, channel

congestions near the data source because of high demand of the data and limited

wireless resources, long transmission delay and high energy consumption caused

by multiple hop communication, etc. To address these problems, data caching is

a very effective technique. Assume that N4 keeps a copy of the data in its local

cache memory after receiving it from N1, then this cached data could be used to

serve requests generated by both itself and nearby mobile nodes (e.g. N3,N5). If

N5 migrates out of N1’s radio range, it is able to fetch data from N4 within one

hop instead of fetching it from N1, that is 4 hops away. The transmission delay is

reduced and channel usage is also saved. In the case of a link break between N2 and

N3, although the network is divided and N3, N4 and N5 are not able to get data
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from N1 directly, their requests would be served by N4. Hence data accessibility

is retained.

2.2 Problem Formulation

The following notations are used in this thesis.

• n: the total number of mobile nodes.

• Ni: mobile node i.

• M : the total number of data items available in the network.

• Di: data item i.

• si: the size of Di.

• Ci: the cache memory size of Ni.

• fij: the link failure probability between Ni and Nj.

• t: the time if a request cannot be served within which it will be considered

as blocked.

• Pb: the data blocking ratio.

Consider an ad hoc network with n mobile nodes, N1, N2, ..., Nn with M data items,

D1, D2, ..., DM , available in the network. At any given time, the link between Ni

and Nj has a probability of fij to fail, which indicates the disconnection of the

network. In this thesis, fij is equal to fji since only symmetric link is considered.

The link failure is caused only by physical partition of two mobile nodes, which

means there is no route found between them. Furthermore, all requests generated

when link failure occurs will be considered as blocked. For data access, there is no
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restriction for any mobile node to access any data item. Every mobile node has

some memory space to be used to cache data locally for self usage or for others.

However, as the cache memory size is limited, mobile node Ni can only keep a

limited number of data items in its local memory, and the number is determined

by Ci and si. When a mobile node Ni needs to access a data item Dj, Ni will

first search its own local memory for Dj. If Dj is found, the request is served

locally. The energy consumption and access delay latency are both very low in

this case. However, if Ni cannot find a copy of Dj in its local memory, a request

for Dj will be broadcasted until some nodes respond to this request. If there is

no acknowledgement received for a request within t, the request will be treated as

blocked and the request will be dropped by all mobile nodes in the network. Hence,

the data blocking ratio is defined as the number of blocked data requests, Rblocked,

over the total number of data requests generated all over the network, Rtot.

Pb =
Rblocked

Rtot

(2.1)

2.3 Complexity Analysis

It is a hard problem to optimize the performance of an ad hoc network as the

performance could be influenced by various conditions, such as the mobility pat-

tern, the bandwidth resources, the strength of wireless signal, the physical failure

of a mobile node, etc. However, it is still a very hard problem even if only one

performance metric needs to be optimized, such as data accessibility, energy con-

sumption, access delay. The computational complexity is so high that to find the

optimal solution for this problem is not practical at all.

In this complexity analysis, we take the optimization of energy consumption as

an example, which is similar to minimizing the average number of hops traversed

to get a data. Although the data items are not same sized in our experiments,
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which will be discussed in later chapters, in order to further simplify the problem

in our analysis, let us assume all the data items are of the same size and the cache

memory in each node is the same. Therefore, each node is able to store the same

number of data items locally. Furthermore, instead of applying a reactive caching

scheme, a proactive caching scheme is discussed here, which needs much stronger

assumptions and those assumptions may not be realistic all the time. For example,

Hara [38] assumes that all mobile nodes are aware of the overall access probabilities

to every data item in the network and the access pattern is static throughout the

life of the network.

N1

N2
N3

N4
N5

N6

N7

N0

Figure 2.2: Example of Data Caching

The energy consumption will be decreased by caching each data at some vantage

nodes since a request will be served by nearby caching nodes instead of a faraway

data server. In this analysis, we define the benefits made by caching data Di at

node Nj as the performance improvement of energy consumption. An expression

of the benefit is shown as follows, where Enc is the energy consumed without the

caching scheme and Ec is the energy consumed with caching scheme.

Benefit = Enc − Ec (2.2)

However, the benefit of caching data Di at node Nj could be affected by network

topology, data access pattern, wireless communication technique, etc. Therefore,

the benefit of caching Di at different nodes will be different. Furthermore, when

Di is cached in multiple nodes, the benefit will be affected by a previous cached
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copy of Di in the network also. For example in Figure 2.2, N0 is the data server

with data Di in its memory. If N7 has a copy of Di, the overall network will benefit

from it and the benefit is represented as b1. N4 may request for Di and get it from

either N0 or N7 and cache Di in its own memory. Then the network will benefit

from the cache of Di at N4 by an amount of b2. Here, b2 is affected by b1 because

if N7 did not cache Di, the cached copy of Di at N4 will give more benefit to the

whole network. Therefore, the benefit of caching a data item is influenced by the

expansion of the number of caching nodes. That is, the benefit of allocating Di

at a node with no other nodes caching the data yet is different from allocating Di

at a node with the data item already having been replicated once, twice, or more

times at some other mobile nodes. Therefore, we can see that at one given node,

the benefit of a data item Di may have (n− 1)! values, where n is the number of

mobile nodes in the network, depending on the distribution of replicas of Di in the

network.

To further simplify this problem, let us assume that the benefit of caching Di in

different mobile nodes are mutually exclusive with one another; that is, the benefit

of caching Di in Nj is independent of previous copies of Di in the network. There-

fore, we could model our analysis as a Generalized Assignment Problem (GAP)

[43], which is described as:

INSTANCE: A pair (B, S), where B is a set of m bins, and S is a set of n items.

Each bin j ∈ B has a capacity of c(j), and for each item i and bin j, we are given

a benefit b(i, j) and a size s(i, j).

OBJECTIVE: Find a subset U ⊆ S of maximum benefit such that U has a

feasible packing in B. Here feasible packing means a method to distribute items

using bins with capacities restricted to be c(j) so as to minimize the sum of the

capacities of the bins used.
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In our analysis, Di is fixed in size and the bin size is identical, which is C. Chekuri

and Khanna [43] proved that the GAP problem is an APX-hard problem (approx-

imable hard) [44] even for a very special and simple case, where:

• each data item takes only two distinct benefit values,

• each data item has an identical size across all bins and there are only two

distinct item sizes, and

• all bin capacities are identical.

That means there exists some constant ε > 0 such that it is NP-hard to approxi-

mate the problem within a factor of (1 + ε)

Therefore, even the simplified version of finding an optimal solution to distribute

data over the network at vantage nodes is an APX-hard problem. In this thesis,

the data items in the network are not fixed sized like what was done by Chekuri

and Khanna [43], which will further increase the computational complexity to find

the optimal solution. Instead of evaluating one performance metric, we examine

both data accessibility and energy consumption in this thesis, which makes the

caching problem even harder. We can conclude that it is an APX-hard problem

to find a caching schemes to optimize data accessibility and energy consumption.

Therefore, instead of trying to design a complicated mathematical model, we will

present some simple approaches which are able to enhance the overall performance

of the network with small overhead.

2.4 Data Access Models

Most likely, the data access models can be divided into two groups, location-

dependent and location-independent. An example of these two data access models
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Large Small

Probability of Data Request

Location Dependent Location Independent

Figure 2.3: Data Access Models

is shown in Figure 2.3. In the location-independent model, the probability to

access each individual data item is equal:

PDi
= 1/M (2.3)

where M is total number of data items available in the entire network.

In this thesis, we model the whole system as a location-dependent system. We

classify the data into several categories:

• Global Hot Data(GH): data which is of high interest to mobile nodes any-

where in the network.

• Local Hot Data(LH): data which is of high interest to mobile nodes moving

around a particular location.

• Local Cool Data(LC): data which is of low interest to mobile nodes moving

around a particular location.
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• Global Cool Data(GC): data which is seldom accessed by any node in the

network.

The data server keeps a set of data items D1, D2, ..., DM , where M is total num-

ber of data items. The entire network described in the previous section is di-

vided into K local grids (LG1, LG2, ..., LGK) based on their coordinates. These

M data items is classified into four categories, GH, GC, LH and LC.Data items

DGH1 , DGH2 , ..., DGHu (GH) are of general interest, and can be requested uni-

formly from every mobile device in the network with probability PGH . Here

(GH1, GH2, ..., GHu) ⊂ (1, 2, ...M), and u is the number of GH data items. Simi-

larly, DGC1 , DGC2 , ..., DGCv (GC) can be requested uniformly from every mobile de-

vice in the network with probability PGC . Here (GC1, GC2, ..., GCv) ⊂ (1, 2, ...M),

where v is the number of GC data items. In LGi (i ∈ (1, 2, ..., K)), Di1 , Di2 , ..., Diw

(LH) are those data items that are potentially accessed by every mobile nodes

within the locality of local grid LGi with a high access probability PLHi
, where

(i1, i2, ..., iw) ⊂ (1, 2, ...M) and w is the number of LH data items in LGi . The

rest of data (LC) are likely to be accessed by mobile nodes in LGi with very low

probability PLLi
. A local grid LGi shares local interests with its neighboring grid

LGj, which can be presented by (Di1 , Di2 , ..., Diw)∩(Dj1 , Dj2 , ..., Djw) 6= φ. Gener-

ally PH ≥ PL and PLH ≥ PLL. If PH = PL = PLH = PLL, the location-dependent

access pattern is identical to a location-independent access pattern.

2.5 Assumptions & Properties

Here, we list the assumptions we made in this thesis.

• The data server is the only wireless device generating all the original data

items.
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• The data server is not power limited so that the lifetime of a data server is

not shorter than the lifetime of any other mobile nodes in the network.

• Mobile nodes are power limited. Once a node drains out its battery, it will

stop all its functionalities.

• Omni-directional antennas are used in all wireless devices including data

server, and the transmission radius (R) are all the same.

• Each node has a unique ID and a mechanism to discover its one-hop neigh-

bors.

• Each node is able to get its location information, e.g. via GPS, and be able

to know the relative position of another node through interaction between

them.

• Mobility is characterized by a maximum node moving speed vmax.

• Each node has a same size of memory used as cache storage.

• A mobile node has only limited cache memory which is only sufficient to store

part of the data items available in data server.

• Mobile nodes are able to establish broadcast or unicast connection with one

another depending on the routing information and the requirements of com-

munication.

• Data are not updated, therefore data consistency is not considered in this

thesis.

• All mobile nodes must cooperate with each other.



Chapter 3
Data Caching with & without Handover

and Replacement

In this section, we shall introduce a set of caching schemes. Selfish Cache is a

typical data caching technique in the literature. Simple Cache (SC) is developed

on top of Selfish Cache, and Relay Cache (RC) is a further advanced caching scheme

allowing multiple caching nodes. Further, a location-dependent handover policy

and replacement policy will be presented.

3.1 Proposed Data Caching Schemes

3.1.1 Selfish Cache Scheme

Selfish Cache is developed by migrating the idea of web-cache over the Internet

into ad hoc wireless networks domain. Web-cache allows the requesting device to

cache the received data in its own memory for its own usage in the near future.

The reason we call this scheme as selfish cache is that the local cached data is used

to serve its own purposes only. In Selfish Cache, whenever a request is generated,

22
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the node checks its local memory first. The request is served locally if the data

item is found, otherwise, a query is sent to the data server and the server responds

to the query by sending back the requested data item. If the requesting node does

not receive any reply within a “timeout” period, the request will be blocked.

3.1.2 Simple Cache (SC) Scheme

Selfish cache is the first step of employing a cache technique in ad hoc networks,

but more benefits can be achieved by adopting the same kind of caching scheme,

but with a better query serving protocol. Therefore, we propose our SC scheme

based on Selfish Cache. Same as Selfish Cache, we only allow the requesting nodes

to cache the received data. However, these cached data will be used to serve not

only its own queries, but also queries from other mobile nodes. The SC scheme is

able to gain better performance compared with Selfish Cache in two aspects. If a

requesting node is able to set a path with the data server and there is a caching

node along the path, it will respond to the request by sending back the data item to

the requesting node directly. By allowing intermediate nodes to serve the requests,

queries could be served within fewer hops, the query delay is reduced, energy is

saved and the number of requests coming to the data server is reduced, which in

turn will reduce the probability of congestion happening at the server.

3.1.3 Relay Cache (RC) Scheme

Figure 3.1: Relay Cache Example
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In a human network, if one gets something done through another person, a “trust”

relationship will be built. The more successful interaction between them will

strengthen their relationship and enhance their “trust” level. Everybody has a

list of parties with names, their strength and the rate of “trust”. Once he has

something to do, firstly he will try it by himself. However, if he fails to do so,

he will probably ask the most trustable person among those capable ones to help

him. Similarly, when we set up a network, mobile nodes will help each other to get

data from the data server. Therefore, the probability for a node to route along the

same path or choose a path across the same set of nodes around similar positions

is high if it accesses a data item successfully through this path. In real world,

another scenario is that users are more likely to access similar information when

they are close to each other physically. Hence, when a requesting node receives

its requesting data item through a path to data server, it is meaningful for some

nodes along the path to cache the data item, which could be used to serve future

requests from the same node or other nodes around the same location.

In this thesis, we consider that data are categorized as “hot” or “cool”. When

a path is set up between a requesting node and the data server, it is expected

that a node along the path caches the data if the data is “hot”; however, if the

data is “cool”, a selfish node may choose not to cache the data in order to save

its memory space. Since two neighboring grids may share some common interests,

nodes close to the requesting nodes along the path may also have a high interest

in the data passing-by, therefore, the nodes closer to the requesting nodes should

have a higher priority of caching the data. Its interest is less when the relaying

nodes are further from the requesting node. In order to make use of the limited

memory effectively to gain higher performance improvement, we propose a relay

cache scheme, in which we allow more nodes to cache the data where the nodes

are nearer to the requesting node. On the other hand, fewer nodes will cache the
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data when they are further away from the requesting node.

For example in Figure 3.1, the destination is requesting for a data item, therefore

it broadcasts a request packet to the network, a flag is attached with the request

packet to track the hop number away from the destination. When the path is set up

between the destination and the source, the intermediate nodes along the path will

selectively cache the data based on the tracked hop number. The requesting node

(destination) will cache the data locally if there is no one-hop neighbor caching

it (if the flag number is not 1). By doing this, redundancy of too many replicas

is prevented. Therefore, the first two caching nodes are two hops away from each

other. The next caching node will be selected Hn = Hp + Γ hops away from

the latest one, where Hp = Hi. Hi and Γ are system parameters in terms of hop

number. Hi is used to determine the distance between the destination and the next

intermediate node to cache the data along the path. Γ is used to determine the

increment of hop number between two adjacent caching nodes for the same data

along the path. This process will continue until the path ends at the source node.

When the intermediate node is far away from the requesting node, the data items

relayed may not be “hot” to them. However, the storage size spent to cache those

“cool” data is small because the probability to be selected as the caching node is

small when the node is far away from the requesting node. On the contrary, a node

far from the requesting node is near to the source node. As a result, spending part

of its memory to cache “cool” data for others will help the source node to serve

the requests before queries arrive at the source node. Since the requests may be

served within fewer hops, energy consumption will be reduced. Although caching

“cool” data may reduce the memory space to caching more interested “hot” data

locally, and the data accessibility of “hot” data may be reduced in a small scale, it

is still worth doing so, in order to achieve a balance between energy consumption

and data accessibility.
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In the example shown in Figure 3.1, we set Hi = 2 and Γ = 1. If we set Hi = 1

and Γ = 0, the RC scheme is identical to Greedy cache, which means all the

intermediate nodes from the destination to the source will cache the data. If

Hi > 1 and Γ = 0, the RC scheme becomes a uniform distribution of replicas,

which means the data is cached every Hi hops from the destination to the source.

In this thesis, we focus on the location-dependent data access pattern, therefore

we adjust Hi and Γ in order that the RC scheme is a non-uniform caching scheme

which may achieve better performance.

3.2 Location-Dependent Cache Handover Policy

Since the topology of the mobile ad hoc network keeps changing, data accessibility

may become poor when the caching nodes move away from the location where the

cached data are highly desired. Therefore, we propose a cache handover scheme

in order to retain the “local” data accessibility by handing over the cached data

to some nearby nodes when the caching nodes move out from that neighborhood

area. When we apply this handover policy in every “local” area of this network,

we are able to achieve “globally” high data accessibility. The nodes will also have

better usages of their cache memory since after they hand over those cached data

to their neighbors, they will have free spaces to store more useful data when they

move into another location with different sets of interested data. There are several

scenarios to trigger a node to handover its cached data items to other nodes.

Firstly, in order to optimize the performance of our caching schemes, we need to

redistribute the cached data among a group of mobile nodes close to the current

caching nodes. Therefore, every node needs to keep track of arriving requests

information so as to be aware of the data access frequency. As mentioned before,

each request package will be attached with a flag to indicate the hops traversed
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from the requesting node. Every node keeps a list of its one-hop neighbors by

examining the flag. If the flag is 1, it means the query is from a node one hop

away, which means the requesting node is its one-hop neighbor. By doing so, a

node will know which data is requested by its neighbors more frequently. The

location-dependent data category will be determined by the data access frequency

collected over time. A node needs to store a list of “hot” data IDs and a table of

its one-hop neighbors. The extra memory spent here and the computation power

used to update the “hot” data list and one-hop neighbor table are considered as

overhead. The overhead will increase if the network becomes dense or the query

generating rate increases.

The second situation happens when a caching node moves to another grid and

changes its interests. Based on the assumptions made in Section 2.4, a caching

node may cache four types of data items: GH, GC, LH, LC. The majority of

cached data items would belong to LH category, which are likely to be requested

by others in the same grid later. Therefore, it is reasonable for this caching node

to handover those “local hot” data items to some neighbors in that grid in order

to retain the data availability for its neighbors when the caching node leaves that

grid. Furthermore, when the node enters another grid, its interests will change

with the locality. Therefore, the LH data items in a previous grid may not be

“hot” anymore. Hence, the node should change its preference accordingly in order

to cache the most useful data items with limited memory space. In this thesis,

SC-H is used to indicate Simple Cache scheme with handover policy, and RC-H is

used to indicate Relay Cache scheme with handover policy.

Finally, a node may cache some “locally cool” data after relaying it for others by

being selected using system parameters Hi and Γ. A reasonable assumption is

that a node, that caches “local cool” data for others, usually is relatively far away
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from the area where the cached data is highly demanded. As a result, the relative

displacement will be small between the caching node and the area with a high

interest in that data. Therefore, further requests from those mobile nodes in that

grid with a high interest in that data may send a query packet to nodes at the

same location with “local cool” data cached; but there will be no data available

there anymore if the node goes too far from its original position. As discussed in

Section 3.1.3, the probability for a node to route the same path or choose a path

across same set of nodes around similar positions is high if it accessed a data item

successfully through this path. Therefore, in order to retain the service along the

path across same set of nodes around similar positions, the caching node should

pass the data item to its neighbor in order for those requesting nodes to find the

data along the similar path. By adopting these handover policies, data accessibility

may be increased significantly. However, the energy consumption may be high if the

mobile nodes are moving at very high speeds, which will cause frequent handovers,

and the handovers consume energy, too.

3.3 Location-Dependent Cache Replacement Pol-

icy

The cache memory in a mobile device is limited, therefore a cache replacement

policy is required in designing a caching scheme in order to determine which item

to victimize when the cache memory is full. A new incoming data will only be able

to replace the “cool” data item first when the cache memory is full. If all the cached

data items are “hot”, a least frequently used (LFU) scheme is used to discard the

less frequently accessed data item from the cache memory in order to free up space

for the new incoming data item. This replacement policy may trigger a handover

event if a “hot” data item is going to be discarded from its cache memory. In
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such a case, the node will interact with its neighbors within the same grid, and

the data will be dropped if there is a node within one or Hi hops caching the

same data depending whether the caching scheme is SC or RC. Otherwise, it will

find one neighboring node not caching this data and with enough free space, then

hand it over to the newly found neighbor. In this thesis, the primary idea is that,

in order to increase accessibility, we try to cache as many data items as possible

while trying to avoid too many duplications. Therefore, we give the smaller data

items higher priority because caching many smaller data items will improve the

performance of the network to a higher degree compared with caching bigger data

items. By giving priority to the smaller sized data, nodes are able to cache more

data items with the same size of cache memory, and then data accessibility may

be further enhanced. Therefore, while a replacement is needed, the biggest items

will be removed first as other conditions are satisfied.



Chapter 4
Mobility Models

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, most of the researchers adopt Random Waypoint

Mobility Model as their underlying mobility model while evaluating their schemes

on mobile ad hoc networks. However, in order to examine the effectiveness of our

caching schemes in different situations, five mobility models are introduced in this

chapter. They are the Random Waypoint Mobility Model, the Random Direction

Mobility Model, the Gauss-Markov Mobility Model, the Manhattan Grid Mobility

Model and the Reference Point Group Mobility Model. The performance of our

proposed caching schemes over different mobility models are addressed accordingly

in Chapter 5.

4.1 Random Waypoint

In the Random Waypoint Mobility Model [50], mobile nodes are randomly located

in the simulation area. The simulation area is usually described as a rectangle

of wx × wy, where wx is the length of the area and wy is the width of the area.

At the beginning of the simulation, each node stays at its initial position for a

period of pause time(tp). Upon the expiry of the pause time, the mobile node

30
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Figure 4.1: Random Mobility Model

randomly chooses a destination (waypoint) in the simulation area and a constant

speed uniformly chosen between maximum(vmax) and minimum speed(vmin). The

mobile node then travels on a straight line towards the destination at the selected

speed. Once it arrives at the destination, it will stay for tp before starting the

process again. As each destination is chosen within the simulation area, mobile

nodes will never hit any of the boundaries. With a fixed simulation area, the two

mobility parameters, speed([vmin, vmax]) and the pause time(tp) will determine the

mobility pattern.

For example in Figure 4.1, mobile node Ni is located at (x1, y1) at time t1, then a

destination (x2, y2) is selected to be the waypoint. Ni travels towards (x2, y2) with

a constant speed v, where vmin ≤ v ≤ vmax. When Ni arrives at (x2, y2), it will

pause there for tp, then a new destination (x3, y3) is selected. The process continues

until the simulation is over. The parameters are chosen with the following uniform

distributions:

• xi = uniform[0, X], where X is the width of the simulation area.
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• yi = uniform[0, Y ], where Y is the length of the simulation area.

• vi = uniform[vmin, vmax]

Figure 4.2: Example of Random Waypoint Mobility Models

Figure 4.2 shows a sample traveling pattern of a mobile node using the Random

Waypoint Mobility Model starting at a randomly chosen point in the simulation

area; the speed of the mobile node in the figure is uniformly chosen between 0 and

20m/s. The Random Waypoint Mobility Model is a widely used mobility model.

4.2 Random Direction

Besides the random waypoint model, the Random Direction Mobility Model (also

called Random Walk Mobility Model) is probably the most widely used synthetic
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Figure 4.3: Example of Random Direction Mobility Models

mobility model for mobile communications research. Similar to the Random Way-

point Mobility Model, this model considers mobile nodes moving on straight walk

segments with constant speed and optional pauses. There are several flavors of the

random direction model which slightly differ in the way they obtain the next walk

segment. Hong and Rappaport [51] propose a model that is built on top of a cell

structure and apply walkers that pass those cells on straight lines and choose new

directions at cell borders. Guerin [52] extends this model in a way that direction

changes can be performed anywhere in a walk area. Some approaches model the

direction choice with absolute angles while others like the one proposed by Zanoozi

[53] calculate with relative changes to the current direction.

For example in Figure 4.1, the horizontal x-axis is chosen as the reference direction.

A node Ni at (x1, y1) selects a direction with an angle ϕ1 counterclockwise from

the reference direction. Ni travels towards the selected direction until it hits the
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boundary at point (x2, y2). Ni pauses there for tp, then a new direction ϕ2 is

selected. The process continues until the simulation is over. This is the traditional

model proposed by Hong and Rappaport [51]. If (x2, y2) and (x3, y3) are not located

on the boundary, then the example shown is identical to the model proposed by

Guerin [52]. If the new direction is calculated with relative changes to the current

direction (ϕnew = ϕ2−ϕ1), the example then becomes a model proposed by Zanoozi

[53]. The parameters are chosen with the following uniform distributions:

• li = uniform[lmin, lmax], where li is the length between the current position

and the destination point if we allow the node to select a destination along

the chosen direction. lmin and lmax are the minimum and maximum length

the node could select.

• ϕi = uniform[0, 2π]

• vi = uniform[vmin, vmax]

Figure 4.3 shows an example path of one mobile node, which begins in the center

of the simulation area, using the Random Direction Mobility Model. The dots in

the figure illustrate when a mobile node reaches a border, pauses, and then choses

a new direction. By allowing a node to travel to the boundary and then selecting

a new direction, we achieve the scenario that a node passes the boundary, while

a new node may enter the simulation area at that location traveling in a different

direction some time later.

Since the mobile nodes travel to, and usually pause at the border of the simulation

area, the average hop count for data packets using the Random Direction Mobility

Model will be much higher than the average hop count of most other mobility

models (e.g., Random Waypoint Mobility Model). In addition, network partitions
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will be more likely with the Random Direction Mobility Model compared to other

mobility models. In this thesis, we adopt the Random Direction Mobility Model

presented by Guerin [52], in which a node is allowed to select its destination along

the direction randomly selected.

4.3 Gauss-Markov

The Gauss-Markov Mobility Model was first introduced by Liang and Haas [55] in

order to adapt to different levels of randomness via one tuning parameter. Initially

each mobile node is assigned a current speed and direction. At fixed intervals

of time, n movements occur, and the speed and direction of each mobile node

is updated accordingly. Specifically, the values of speed and direction at the nth

instance is calculated based on the values of speed and direction at the (n − 1)th

instant and a random variable using the following equations:

Sn = αSn−1 + (1− α)S +
√

(1− α2)Sxn−1 (4.1)

Dn = αDn−1 + (1− α)D +
√

(1− α2)Dxn−1 (4.2)

Sn and Dn are the new speed and direction of the mobile node at time interval n;

α, where 0 ≤ α ≥ 1, is the tuning parameter used to vary the randomness; S and

D are constants representing the mean values of speed and direction as n → ∞ ;

and Sxn−1 and Dxn−1 are random variables from a Gaussian distribution.

To ensure that an mobile node does not remain near an edge of the grid for a

long period of time, the mobile nodes are forced away from an edge when they

move within a certain distance of the edge. This is done by modifying the mean

direction variable D in Equation 4.2. For example, when an mobile node is near

the right edge of the simulation grid, the value D is changed to 180 degrees. Thus,
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the mobile node’s new direction is away from the right edge of the simulation grid.

4.4 Manhattan Grid

Figure 4.4: Example of Manhattan Grid Mobility Models

In the Manhattan Grid Mobility Model, the simulation area is a street network that

represents a section of a city where the mobile ad hoc network exists [57]. The

streets usually cross each other perpendicularly and form a grid in the downtown

area of the city. Each node begins the simulation at a defined point on some

street. A node then randomly chooses a destination, also represented by a point

on some street. The movement algorithm from the current destination to the new

destination locates a path corresponding to the shortest travel time between the two

points, which is identical to the shortest distance between these two points along

the streets. Upon reaching the destination, the node pauses for a specified time
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and then randomly chooses another destination (i.e., a point on some street) and

repeats the process. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a Manhattan Grid Mobility

Model. In this example, the whole area is divided into a 4× 4 grid, and the nodes

are allowed to move along the “streets” only.

The Manhattan Grid Mobility Model provides realistic movements for a section of

a city since it severely restricts the traveling behavior of mobile nodes. In other

words, all mobile nodes must follow predefined paths and behavior guidelines (e.g.

traffic laws). In the real world, streets are usually separated by obstacles (e.g.

buildings) in downtown area, and the wireless signals are hardly go through those

obstacles. Therefore, mobile nodes can only interact with other nodes along the

same streets without difficulties. If a node would like to communicate with another

node in different streets, nodes, which is passing through the cross, must be the

intermediaries to relay data for them.

The Manhattan Grid Mobility Model may be improved to simulate more realistic

scenario in real world. For example, speed limits may be set to each individual

streets and the direction of traveling may also be pre-defined. A node may have

to pause for different time at the cross with respect to the direction it wants to

turn. In addition, the model should be expanded to include a larger simulation

area, an increased number of streets, a high-speed road along the border of the

simulation area, and other novel path-finding algorithms. However, we are not

going to expand the mobility model in this thesis.

4.5 Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM)

The Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) model represents the random mo-

tion of a group of nodes as well as the random motion of each individual node
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Figure 4.5: RPGM Mobility Models

within the group [58]. Group movements are based upon the path traveled by a

logical center for the group. The logical center for the group is used to calculate

group motion via a group motion vector,
−−→
GM . The motion of the group center

completely characterizes the movement of its corresponding group of nodes, includ-

ing their direction and speed. Individual nodes randomly move about their own

pre-defined reference points, whose movements depend on the group movement.

As the individual reference points move from time t to t + 1, their locations are

updated according to the groups logical center. Once the update reference points,

RP (t + 1), are calculated, they are combined with a random motion vector,
−−→
RM ,

to represent the random motion of each node about its individual reference point.

Figure 4.5 gives an illustration of three nodes, N1, N2 and N3, moving with the

RPGM model. The figure illustrates that, at time t, three black dots exist to

represent the reference points, RP (t), for the three nodes. As shown, the RPGM

model uses a group motion vector
−−→
GM to calculate each node’s new reference

point, RP (t + 1), at time t + 1; as stated,
−−→
GM may be randomly chosen or pre-

defined. The new position for each node is then calculated by summing a random

motion vector,
−−→
RM , with the new reference point. The length of

−−→
RM is uniformly
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distributed within a specified radius centered at RP (t + 1) and its direction is

uniformly distributed between 0 and 2π.

Figure 4.6: Example of RPGM Mobility Model

Figure 4.6 shows an example of RPGM. In this example, the mobile nodes are

teamed into four groups. The movement of each group is indicated by a particular

color. There are different number of mobile nodes in different groups. Both the

movement of the logical center for each group, and the random motion of each

individual node within the group, are implemented via the Random Waypoint

Mobility Model. The only difference is that individual nodes do not use pause times

while the group is moving. Pause times are only used when the group reference

point reaches a destination and all group nodes pause for the same period of time.

The RPGM model is designed to simulate scenarios such as an avalanche rescue.

During an avalanche rescue, the responding team consisting of human and canine

members work cooperatively. The human guides tend to set a general path for
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the dogs to follow, since they usually know the approximate location of victims.

The dogs each create their own “random” paths around the general area chosen

by their human counterparts.

4.6 Discussions of Mobility Models

In this chapter, we introduce five mobility models and our cache schemes are eval-

uated for each mobility models by simulations. In this section, the differences and

similarity of these five mobility models will be discussed briefly.

The Random Waypoint Mobility Model is the most popularly used model within

mobile ad hoc network research community. This is mainly because the model

is easy to design and it is supported by NS-2 and Glomosim. It is an excellent

model to simulate full randomness of nodes in mobile ad hoc networks, such as

their destination to go and their speed of traveling. Based on the full randomness

characteristic, a node may travel anywhere and most likely to a location with

totally different interests. Therefore, if a node only caches data according to its

own interest, the cached data may be not useful at all when it travels to another

“local” grid as defined in Section 2.4. Therefore, if a node may spend part of its

memory to store data for others, even when it leaves its current grid, the cached

data may be “hot” to other nodes in another grid. Finally, the whole network will

benefit from the contribution of each individual.

Handover and data replacement policies will be significant in a network with Ran-

dom Waypoint Mobility Model. As discussed in the previous paragraph, a node

may leave its current grid and it may not visit the same grid shortly. If the node

may handover those cached “hot” items to its neighbors, who are still traveling
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nearby or in the same grid, the data handed-over will keep helping others to im-

prove their data accessibility. The data handed-over may be dropped to make more

memory space to cache other useful data when it enters another grid. Therefore,

we can predict that our proposed RC and RC-H will be useful in this scenario.

Similar to Random Waypoint Mobility Model, the Random Direction Mobility

Model and Gauss-Markov Mobility Model are random mobility models with differ-

ent level of randomness. Therefore, the caching schemes will perform similarly. RC

and RC-H will outperform other schemes in a network with the Random Direction

Mobility Model or Gauss-Markov Mobility Model.

The Manhattan Grid Mobility Model is similar to Random Waypoint Mobility

Model. The difference is that the destinations and the traveling routes must be

on the pre-defined streets. Also due to the limits of space to travel (all alone the

street), the chance for a node to re-enter its previous grid is high. Therefore, the

handover scheme may not be that useful like in a network with Random Waypoint

Mobility Model. But we still believe that RC will outperform SC and selfish caching

scheme.

The Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) model represents the case where

nodes are divided into groups and travel as teams. On one hand, as nodes in one

group travels together, their interests will be similar wherever they go. On the

other hand, nodes in different groups hardly communicate with each other because

the time they come across each other is short unless the two groups are traveling

with similar routes. However, the chance for two groups to travel with similar

routes is very small. Therefore, it may not be very useful to cache data for others

since everybody in the same group may have the same kind of interest. A node

caching its own interested data will be good enough to serve the requests among

its own group. The SC and RC will achieve similar performance in such a network.



Chapter 5
Performance Evaluation

Simulations are carried out to evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes.

The experiments presented are designed with two objectives. First, we study the

performance of our caching schemes over a typical ad hoc network with Random

Waypoint Mobility Model. Second, we evaluate the impact of mobility models

and find the most suitable caching scheme for the network with different mobility

models.

5.1 Simulation Model and system parameters

All simulation experiments are done on a discrete-event network simulation model

built on top of Parsec [63]. In our simulations, a mobile ad hoc network with a group

of N mobile nodes is constructed over an X×Y geographical square-area. A single

data server is located at the center, which initially contains M data items. N mobile

nodes are randomly located in the network with a transmission range R. Their

movements follow a specific pattern according to the mobility model applied. The

mobility scenarios are generated with a tool called the BonnMotion package [60].

This package includes Random Waypoint, Gauss-Markov, Manhattan Grid and

42
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RPGM. Since Random Direction Mobility Model is not included in BonnMotion

package, we built a stand-alone mobility generator for it.

Each mobility model may have a set of parameters to determine the mobility sce-

narios generated. For example, the pause time (tp) and speed domain ([vmin, vmax])

will determine the results of a Random Waypoint mobility model generation pro-

cess. Similarly, for the Random Direction mobility model, the direction (ϕ), the

pause time (tp) and the length a node may travel along the chosen direction are

significant parameters. However, in this thesis, we focus on the impact of our

caching schemes with different mobility models with similar scenario generating

configurations. The effect of our caching schemes on a single mobility model with

different parameter settings are not discussed in detail. More research work may

be done in the future.

The simulations are run for T time units and the request generation process follows

a poisson distribution with the average inter-arrival time varying from 1 to 100 time

units. Each node has a cache memory size of si to store received data, and the

data items in the network are sized uniformly between omin and omax in terms of

KB. The routing protocol employed in this thesis is rather simple – the shortest

route with Dijkstra’s algorithm. The wireless interface has a link capacity of 2

Mb/s, which is the setting used in [25]. A timeout Tout is implemented to drop a

request if it is not served successfully within Tout.

The whole X×Y simulation area is divided into G grids and the M data items are

classified into four categories – GH, GC, LH and LC. Among the M data items,

10% of them belongs to GH, and 10% of them belongs to GC. The remaining

80% are categorized as “local” data, and they are set to LH and LC according to

the id of each local grid. Each local grid randomly selects 20% of that remaining

80% data items as their local interest and each grid shares 30% of its LH with its
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adjacent grid. For each node, the chance to access GH and LH is 70%, and leaves

30% chance to those GC and LC data.

The requests are broadcasted if a node cannot find a replica in its own memory.

A flag is patched at the tail of the query packet with the requesting node’s id,

the query data id and number of hops traveled. A node receiving a request first

checks its memory. If the data is not found. the hop number is increased by 1. If a

request for the same data from the same requesting node with smaller hop number

has been relayed out, the intermediate node drops the request received. If the data

is found by an intermediate node, it will send back the data to its neighbor, from

whom it received the request. If any node receives the reply data item and finds

the same data has been sent to the same node, the received data item is dropped.

The requests are dropped by all the relay nodes after Tout.

Some system parameters are common in every mobility model, such as the dimen-

sion of the simulation network, the number of data items and so on. We call these

parameters global simulation parameters, and the default settings for them are

shown in Table 5.1.

There are some other parameters, that are particular to only one mobility model,

such as the direction ϕ in Random Direction Mobility Model. These parameters

are shown in Table 5.2 with the relevant mobility model indicated.

In Figure 5.1, we describe the main process of event generation in all the simulation

experiments. The mobility models are represented by the movement event files,

which are pre-generated by the Bonnmotion package [60]. Therefore, the event

generation process shown here is a general approach with pre-defined configuration

files and movement event files. The symbols used in this algorithms are listed below:

• T : Total Simulation Time
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Table 5.1: Global Simulation Parameters

Parameter Description Default Value Range

N Number of Mobile Nodes 2000

X [m] Simulation Area Width 2000

Y [m] Simulation Area Height 2000

G Number of Local grids in the network 25

T [s] Simulation Duration 60000

R [m] Radio Range 50

λ [query/100s] Mean Query Rate 10 1 to 100

M Number of Data Items 1000

omin [KB] Minimum Size of Objects 1

omax [KB] Maximum Size of Objects 10

si [KB] Size of Cache Memory in Node i 800 10 to 2000

tp [s] Pause Time 300

vmin [m/s] Minimum Movement Speed 1

vmax [m/s] Maximum Movement Speed 20 1 to 50

Tout Timeout period 1000
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Table 5.2: Specific Simulation Parameters for different mobility models

Parameter Description Value Mobility Model

ϕ Direction [0 to 2π] Random Direction

li distance to destination [lmin, lmax] Random Direction

lmin minimum distance to destination 100 Random Direction

lmax maximum distance to destination 2500 Random Direction

mgx Number of grids in x-axis 10 Manhattan Grid

mgy Number of grids in y-axis 10 Manhattan Grid

ng Number of groups 20 RPGM

R−−→
RM

Radius of any reference point 100 RPGM

• tc : Current Event Time

• tn : Next Event Time

• tm : Next Movement Event Time

• tl : Next Link Change Event Time

• tr : Next Request Event Time

• th : Next Handover Event Time

• (Px, Py) : Current Position of a node

• (Dx, Dy) : Destination of the node’s next movement

• ta : Time to get the destination

• vi : Speed of next movement
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• Rblocked : Number of Blocked Request

When a movement event is received, the related node updates its position and

destination. The time to get the destination is calculated with respect to the

speed vi. When a link change event is received, the network map is updated and

routes are calculated based on the updated map later when a request generated.

The number of blocked request is increased by 1 if a timeout event is received.

When a data request is served successfully, a set of nodes caches the received data

in their memory according to the caching scheme employed. In Selfish Cache, only

the requesting node caches the data, as well as SC and SC-H. In RC and RC-H, the

caching nodes are selected by comparing the hop number away from the requesting

node with λ and Hi.

5.2 Performance Metrics

Since we focus on improving data accessibility in this thesis. The performance of

our proposed caching schemes are examined in terms of Data Blocking Ratio and

Energy Consumption. The details of these metrics are defined as the following.

Pb =
Rblocked

Rtot

(5.1)

Where Pb is the data blocking ratio; Rblocked is the number of blocked requests and

Rtot is the total number of requests.

Since the energy consumed while the network is operating is mainly by forwarding

data packets to one another, the storage cost and other insignificant energy cost are

neglected. We adopt the linear model proposed by Freeney [59] in our calculation

of energy cost. Each time a data transmission event is triggered, a certain amount

of power is consumed from each node along the route from the source to the
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Step 1 Load Configuration File & Movement Event File.

Step 2 Generate Location-dependent data access events.

Step 3 Start

While Current Time < Simulation Time (tc < T )

If (Received Event = Movement Event )

Update Node: [Pos(Px, Py), Dest(Dx, Dy), Arrival Time ta; Velocity vi];

movementIndex = movementIndex + 1;

Get tn

End if

If (Received Event = Link Change )

Update the Connection Map;

linkChangeIndex = linkChangeIndex + 1;

Get tl

End if

If (Received Event = Request )

Get tr

End if

If (Received Event = Timeout )

The request will be dropped.

Rblocked = Rblocked + 1

End if

Tn = min(tm, tl, tr, th);

Tc = Tn

End while

Figure 5.1: Event Generation Process
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destination. The following equation shows the cost calculation method:

E = Cu × S ×H (5.2)

where, S is the size of data packet needed to relay. Cu is the energy cost to relay one

unit (e.g. 1KB) of data. E is the total energy cost for this particular transmission.

H is the number of hops between source and destination. Energy Consumption

is used to show the impact of changes in network characteristics on the energy

spending to serve the requests. Energy consumption level is also an indicator to

the average number of Hops.

5.3 Results and Discussions

A set of experiments for the same network are carried out. The mobile nodes

randomly generate different requests in each run according to the same access

generating mechanism. A number of simulation experiments has been conducted

and the simulation results are close to one another if the experiment time is 50000

seconds or more. Since the results in the first 10000 seconds are not taken into

account so that the effect of initial state is avoided. In our simulations, each

experiment lasts for 60000 seconds in simulation time in order to make sure that

the results collected are reasonable and have converged.

5.3.1 Tuning Hi & Γ

As discussed in section 3.1.3, Hi and Γ are used to determine the caching pattern

in the RC scheme. If Hi is bigger, the distance between the destination and the

first caching relay node is bigger in terms of hop number. When Γ is bigger, the

distance between subsequent caching nodes along the path will become bigger and

bigger. Therefore, it is necessary to find the most suitable values for Hi and Γ
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before checking the impact of other parameters, such as memory size, query rate,

etc. Random Waypoint Mobility Model is used in this section.
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Figure 5.2: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Gamma (Γ)

Figure 5.2 shows the function of “Data Blocking Ratio” and Γ. We verified the

performance with Hi = 1 ,Hi = 2, Hi = 3 and Hi = 4, respectively. When Hi

is small, the data blocking ratio first decreases then increases again as Γ is varied

from 0 to 3. But when Hi = 4, the data blocking ratio does not change very much

as the value of Γ varies. This can be explained in the following way. When Hi

is big, the two adjacent caching nodes are far from each other and they are most

likely lying on different grids with little common interests. Therefore, the cached

data are not able to help serve the requests from the requesting node or nodes close

to the requesting nodes. Since the caching node may be far from the requesting

node, the chance for the same request reach the caching node is low. The data

blocking ratio is not influenced by the caching nodes very much. As Γ increases,

the data blocking ratio are approaching each other with different settings of Hi.
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This may be because when Γ is big, the distribution of caching node will become

similar regardless of Hi.

When Γ is small, the data blocking ratios of RC with Hi = 2 and Hi = 3 are

smaller than H1. This is because when Γ is small, more replicas may be cached

by neighboring nodes if Hi = 1. If more than one replicas are cached by one-hop

neighbors, those replicas will not help to improve the data accessibility. On the

other hand, the memory spent to store the same replicas within one-hop neighbors

are considered as waste, and in turn fewer useful data are cached. The data blocking

ratio becomes higher in this situation. Therefore, it is good to skip caching the

data in one-hop neighbors if one has a copy of it.

By adjusting the settings of Hi and Γ, we are able to achieve uniform and non-

uniform distribution of replicas over the network. For example, by setting Γ = 0,

we achieve a uniform distribution of replicas with each replica being Hi hops away

from each other. By setting Γ > 0, a non-uniform distribution is achieved. The

first caching node is Hi hops away from the requesting node and the subsequent

caching nodes are separated from the previous one by Hi + Γ×h, where h is num-

ber of caching nodes from the requesting node along the serving path, except the

requesting node itself. We can easily observe that the non-uniform distribution

is better than the uniform distribution when Γ is small, which indicates that the

increment of hop distance between two adjacent caching node is small. However,

when Γ is bigger than Hi, uniform distribution outperforms non-uniform distri-

bution in terms of data blocking ratio. This is because the distance between two

adjacent caching nodes becomes too big to help serving the requests. For example,

Hi = 2 and Γ = 3, if a route is 8 hops length, there will be 4 caching nodes with

a uniform distribution. However, there will be only 2 caching nodes with a non-

uniform distribution. It is very obvious that uniform distribution is better in this
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case. From this discussion and observation from the simulation results, we would

like to choose a small Γ with non-zero value and a Hi with a value bigger than 1.

From the results, we can easily see that the network with Hi = 2 and Γ = 1 gives the

lowest data blocking ratio, which stands for the best performance. Furthermore,

by setting Hi = 2, we achieve the objective to avoid caching the same data in two

adjacent nodes, and the caching memory is used more effectively. Hence, in the

following sections, we use Hi = 2 and Γ = 1 in the RC and the RC-H schemes

where the latter denotes a scheme with cache handover.

5.3.2 Effects of Giving Priority to Smaller Size File

As mentioned in section 3.3, we give higher priority to smaller data items to be

cached by mobile nodes and bigger files will be replaced first when the memory is

full. In this section, the benefit of giving priority to smaller data is shown.

Figure 5.3 shows the function between data blocking ratio and the memory size for

the SC-H and RC-H schemes with/without giving priority to smaller data items,

respectively. The mobility model employed is the Random Waypoint Mobility

Model. By giving priority to smaller data items, more effective data items could

be cached in local memory. As a result, more requests are able to be served locally

or by some nearby caching nodes, then the overall data blocking ratio is reduced

and the performance of the whole network is improved. The significance of giving

priority to smaller data items is more apparent as the memory size increases. The

reason is that with bigger memory, the increase in number of cached data items is

faster for caching smaller size data than caching bigger size data. Therefore, more

requests can be served locally and the data blocking probability is improved.
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Figure 5.3: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Memory Size (Effects of Giving Priority to

Smaller Size File)

5.3.3 Results for Random Mobility Models

The Random Waypoint Mobility Model, Random Direction Mobility Model and

Gauss Markov Mobility Model are similar to each other except the minor difference

in terms of randomness. Our proposed caching schemes gain similar performance

improvements in the network with these three Random Mobility Models as men-

tioned before. Without loss of the specificity, we will present the experiments

results for the network with Random Waypoint Mobility Models as a representa-

tive of the performance of our caching schemes in a network with Random Mobility

Models. In the following sections, we present the effects of memory size, request

generating time and the node moving speed on the performance of our caching

schemes.
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Effects of Memory Size
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Figure 5.4: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Memory Size (Random Waypoint)

Figure 5.4 shows performance in terms of data blocking ratio against the cache

memory size. By employing our proposed caching schemes, the cached data can

be used, not only by the caching nodes themselves, but also by other mobile nodes

in the network. In contrast, in the Selfish Caching scheme, the cached data is used

to serve its own requests only. Because of the cooperation of mobile nodes to serve

requests among each other in our proposed caching schemes, the data blocking ratio

for our proposed caching schemes are much lower than that for Selfish Caching,

which is easily observed in Figure 5.4. In the SC and the SC-H schemes, we only

encourage the requesting nodes to cache the received data if the source is at least

Hi hops away. However, in the RC and the RC-H schemes, mobile nodes along

the path between the source and destination make use of part of their memory to

store data for others. Therefore, when the cache memory is small, the SC and the
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SC-H schemes are able to use their cache memory more effectively. The RC and

the RC-H schemes show significant improvement as the cache memory becomes

big. The RC scheme gains more than 30% performance improvement compared to

the SC scheme when the cache memory is 800KB and above. Handover policy is

always able to help both the SC and RC schemes to gain better performance. The

performance improvement is small when the cache memory size is small. However,

as the cache memory size increases, the performance improvement becomes more

significant. From Figure 5.4, we can observe that the handover policy increases

the performance by more than 20%. The RC-H scheme outperforms others when

cache memory size is more than about 400KB.

Effects of Request Generating Time
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Waypoint)
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The request generating rate is a fundamental challenge to the capacity of a mobile

ad hoc network. In this section, we examine the effects of request generating time to

our proposed caching schemes. Figure 5.5 shows data blocking ratio performance

against the request generating time. As the request generating time decreases,

the request generating rate increases. The data blocking ratio decreases as the

request generating time increases. This is because when the request generating

time is large, fewer requests are generated within a given time period. The wireless

channels are not congested and the data requests maybe served by data server or

other caching nodes. When the request generating time decreases, more requests

are generated within same period of time. The wireless channel becomes more

congested and more requests will be pending in the queue. Since the timeout

period is fixed in our simulation experiments, more requests will not able to be

served within the timeout period. Therefore, the data blocking ratio increases as

the request generating time decreases.

The RC-H scheme always outperforms other caching schemes for the entire range

of request generating time. The RC scheme achieves the second best performance,

followed by the SC-H and SC schemes. Selfish caching is the worst since mobile

nodes only use their cached data to serve their own interests. When the request

generating time is small, which means a huge number of requests generated within

a short period, our proposed relay caching schemes (RC & RC-H) are much better

than the simple caching schemes and selfish scheme. This is because in the RC and

RC-H schemes, mobile nodes share part of their cache memory to store data for

others. As a result, within a group of mobile nodes, the chance for them to find a

particular data item nearby is much higher, which in turn reduces the data blocking

ratio. The handover scheme helps to retain the data at a location when the caching

node leaves, which increases the service success probability in a local perspective.

When we make this achievement in different locations, we can gain performance
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improvement from a global perspective. This difference between the performance

gains using different caching schemes becomes smaller when the request generating

time increases. The reason is that with lower request rate, fewer mobile nodes will

access the same data within a period of time. The chance for a request served

locally or by some nearby caching nodes becomes lesser. The data server will take

more responsibility to serve the requests. Therefore, the data blocking ratios for

different caching schemes become closer to one another.

Effects of Speed
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Figure 5.6: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Vmax (m/s) (Random Waypoint)

In this section, we examine the effects of moving speed of mobile nodes on the

performance of our caching schemes. Besides data blocking ratio, we present the

impact of moving speed on the total energy consumption throughout the simula-

tion. Figure 5.6 shows performance in terms of data blocking ratio against the
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Figure 5.7: Total Energy Consumption vs. Vmax (m/s) (Random Waypoint)

maximum moving speed of mobile nodes. Figure 5.7 shows performance in terms

of the total energy consumption against the maximum moving speed.

From Figure 5.6, we can observe that when Vmax is small, the SC and SC-H schemes

outperform the RC and RC-H schemes in terms of data blocking ratio. The reason

is that when Vmax is small, mobile nodes hardly move far away from their initial

location. Because of the location-dependent data access pattern we employed in

this thesis, the interested data set for a mobile node is attached with the location.

As a result, mobile nodes seldom change their interests and the requesting nodes

will cache the received data and these cached data are most likely accessed by

themselves or some nodes nearby for the rest of simulation time. However, since

we allow some intermediate nodes along the path between source and destination

to cache the data in the RC and RC-H schemes, which is seldom accessed later and

this leads to a situation that the cache memory is not used effectively. As a result,
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the data blocking ratios using the RC and RC-H schemes are higher than those

for the SC or SC-H schemes. On the other hand, when moving speed increases,

the chance for a mobile node to move out of its current grid is much higher,

which results in changes in the data items of interest to a mobile node in different

locations/grids. In this situation, the significance of RC and RC-H becomes more

apparent. From Figure 5.6, the RC scheme outperforms the SC scheme by more

than 30% when Vmax is greater than 20 m/s. Handover policy further improves

performance by around 20%.

The total energy consumption increases as Vmax increases and it will not increase

much while the speed is fast except for the SC-H and RC-H schemes. When

moving speed is small, a big portion of requests are served locally or by some

nearby caching nodes. Therefore, the total energy consumption is low. As the

moving speed increases, the local serving probability decreases, as a result, the

total energy consumption increases. However, in the SC-H and RC-H schemes,

while the caching nodes leave their original grid, they relocate the cached data

to their neighbors in that grid, thus maintaining the local data accessibility and

the local serving probability. The total energy consumption decreases instead of

increases. However, when the moving speed keeps increasing, handover events will

be more frequent and it costs energy to hand data over to neighbors. Therefore,

the caching schemes with handover (SC-H and RC-H) expend more energy than

those schemes without handover policy. Since energy is an important resource for

a mobile nodes, we suggest to disable the handover function while mobile nodes

are moving at a very high speeds, but this will be at the expense of improvements

elsewhere, such as data blocking ratio.
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5.3.4 Results for Manhattan Grid Mobility Model

In a network with Manhattan Grid Mobility Model, all mobile nodes are traveling

along the horizontal or vertical streets. Due to the specific node location arrange-

ment, all communications are done through the paths established along the streets,

too. Without employing any caching scheme, the server will take the responsibility

of serving every request generated within the network. This may be a huge burden

to both the data server and the mobile nodes near to the server. Since the data

server is the only source node, the channels are easily used up when many requests

are sent to it. The energy consumption of the data server and the surrounding

nodes are extremely large too. Therefore, caching schemes are very useful in such

a network with Manhattan Grid Mobility Model. In this section, we are going

to present the experimental results to evaluate the performance of our proposed

caching schemes.

Effects of Memory Size

Figure 5.8 shows data blocking ratio performance against the cache memory size.

Similar to Figure 5.4, the data blocking ratio decreases as the cache memory size

increases. However, the data blocking ratio approaches its steady state at a faster

pace. To be more specific, the data blocking rate does not change very much as the

memory size approaches 400KB or more. A similar steady state is achieved in the

network with Random Waypoint Mobility Model as memory size approaches 800KB

to 1000KB and more. Therefore, less memory size is required to gain competitive

performance in a network with Manhattan Grid Mobility Model. Both the RC and

SC schemes outperform the Selfish Cache scheme by a large margin. The system

gains 30% more performance improvement using the RC scheme than using the SC

scheme. Different from Figure 5.4, the benefit of handover is not significant. This

is because of the characteristic of Manhattan Grid mobility pattern. The chance
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Figure 5.8: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Memory Size (Manhattan Grid)

for a node that leaves its previous grid to re-enter that grid is very high. Those

data handed over to others shortly before, becomes “hot” again. As a result, the

handover will not help very much in this kind of network. Therefore, mobile users

may be highly encouraged to disable the handover function when they are traveling

in a network with Manhattan Grid Movement Pattern.

Effects of Request Generating Time

Figure 5.9 shows data blocking ratio performance against the request generating

time. The data blocking ratio decreases as the request generating time increases.

This is because less requests are generated within the same period and more avail-

able wireless channels can be used to serve the requests. As the request generating

time decreases, more requests are generated, the wireless channels become con-

gested and more requests are blocked because they cannot be served within the
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Figure 5.9: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Request Generating Time (Sec) (Manhattan

Grid)

timeout period. This is similar to the results in the network with the Random

Waypoint Mobility Model. The RC-H scheme outperforms others all the time and

both the RC and SC schemes outperform the Selfish Cache scheme by a significant

amounts. In a dense request situation, the network using the RC scheme is able to

gain about 30% performance improvement over the SC scheme. The performance

gain becomes smaller as the request generating time increases. Similar in the pre-

vious section, the benefit of handover policy is not significant and the reason has

been discussed in the previous section. Hence, in an ad hoc network with Manhat-

tan Grid Mobility Model, the RC scheme is a good choice to achieve satisfactory

performance.
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Figure 5.10: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Vmax (m/s) (Manhattan Grid)
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Figure 5.11: Total Energy Consumption vs. Vmax (m/s) (Manhattan Grid)
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Effects of Speed

Figure 5.10 shows data blocking ratio performance against the maximum moving

speed of mobile nodes. Figure 5.11 shows total energy consumption against the

maximum moving speed.

As shown in Figure 5.10, the data blocking ratio increases as the moving speed of

mobile nodes increases. At any speed, the SC and RC schemes are much better than

the Selfish Cache scheme. The RC scheme outperforms the SC scheme by about

30%. Handover policy is able to gain about 10% performance improvement in a

fast moving network. Similar to the data blocking ratio, total energy consumption

increases as the moving speed increases as shown in Figure 5.11. At slow speeds,

the SC-H and RC-H schemes consume similar energy like the SC and RC schemes.

However, the energy consumption in the SC-H and RC-H schemes increases as

the speed of mobile nodes increase. This is due to additional energy consumed

when handing data over to neighboring nodes. The faster a node travels, the

more frequent for it leaves a grid, which may cause it to hand over cached data

items to its neighboring nodes. Therefore, in order to save energy and achieve

competitive performance, we would like to employ the RC scheme in a network

with the Manhattan Grid Mobility Model.

5.3.5 Results for RPGM Mobility Model

In a network with RPGM Mobility Model, mobile nodes are divided into several

groups and nodes belonging to one group move together all the time with very

small relative displacement. Therefore, the impact of our proposed caching scheme

may be very different from a network with other mobility models. The details are

presented in the following sections.
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Figure 5.12: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Memory Size (RPGM)

Effects of Memory Size

Figure 5.12 shows data blocking ratio against the memory size. The SC and RC

schemes always outperform the Selfish Cache scheme. The SC scheme outperforms

the RC scheme when memory size is small. This is because nodes share part of

their memory to store data for others while in the RC scheme more than one node

may store the same data within the same group, which may reduce the percentage

of important data in the memory. As the memory size increase, the RC scheme

achieves similar performance to the SC scheme, and the data blocking ratio for both

schemes are very low. The reason that the RC scheme is not able to outperform the

SC scheme by a large margin is that network topology does not change frequently

when mobile nodes are moving as a group. Because of the lack of connection with

the data server, mobile nodes in any group hardly access data from the data server

directly. Therefore, in the beginning of a simulation, the data blocking events
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happen very frequently. However, as long as a data is received from the server,

the cached node will be able to serve the requests from nodes in the same group.

In our simulations, we ignore the events in the first 1
6

of simulation time, which

significantly reduces the effect of the initial state problem. The number of copies

of the same data in a group does not affect the data blocking ratio very much.

Therefore, the RC scheme is only able to achieve similar performance improvement

as the SC scheme. Since mobile nodes are moving as groups, the nodes in one group

may leave a grid together. Therefore, handover policy does not help very much in

this situation. Hence, the SC scheme is the best recommended caching scheme in

an ad hoc network with RPGM Mobility Model.

Effects of Request Generating Time
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Figure 5.13: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Request Generating Time (Sec) (RPGM)

Figure 5.13 shows data blocking ratio against the request generating time. The
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data blocking ratio decreases when the request generating time decreases until

some level. Then the data blocking ratio increases as the request generating time

decreases further. This can be explained as follows: When the request generating

time is large, fewer requests are generated within a given time period and most of

the requests are served locally or by some caching nodes within the same group.

When the request generating time decreases, the chance for the same data being

requested becomes higher and the portion of successful requests will be more,

which in turn will decrease the data blocking ratio. However, when the request

generating time is too small, many requests will result in channel congestion in a

group, which will reduce the performance in terms of data blocking ratio again.

Similar to the previous section, the SC and RC schemes significantly outperform

the Selfish Cache scheme and the SC, SC-H, RC and RC-H schemes are close to

one another. Hence, SC is the best choice in such a network.

Effects of Speed

Figure 5.14 shows data blocking ratio against the maximum moving speed of mo-

bile nodes. Figure 5.15 shows total energy consumption against the maximum

moving speed. Unlike the other mobility models, the performance of our caching

schemes are not influenced by moving speed very much. The data blocking ratio

remains the same as the moving speed increases. This is because mobile nodes are

divided into groups and they move together with mobile nodes in the same group.

The connection within the same group is maintained as the moving speed changes.

Therefore, data accessibility is also assured. The SC and RC schemes outperform

the Selfish Cache scheme significantly because in the latter, mobile nodes use their

cached data for themselves only. When considering the total energy consumption,

since nodes are grouped together, handover does not happen frequently since it is

not difficult to find a copy of the same data within Hi hops. Hence, the energy
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Figure 5.14: Data Blocking Ratio vs. Vmax (m/s) (RPGM)
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consumption in this kind of network is smaller than a network with Random Way-

point or Manhattan Grid Mobility Model. However, in a network with the RPGM

model, the data blocking ratio using the Selfish Cache scheme is much higher than

that using other caching schemes. This is because in Selfish Cache, a node only

caches its own data of interest regardless of whether any neighboring node has

cached the data or not. As a result, there are a lot of replicas of the same data

within the group and memory is wasted because a lot of data cannot be cached and

carried when the group moves together. In our proposed caching schemes, nodes

will spend part of their memory to store data for others. There will be only one

or two replicas of the same data within the group of nodes, then more space could

be used to cache other different data items. These will significantly improve the

performance.

As explained before, if Selfish Cache is employed in the network with RPGM

mobility model, the data blocking ratio is high. Therefore, less data are successfully

relayed over the network, which makes the energy consumption much lower than

other caching schemes in this case.



Chapter 6
Conclusions

We focused on the design and development of suitable data caching schemes to

improve data accessibility performance in mobile ad hoc networks in this thesis.

Although a lot of challenging issues are involved in this topic, it is still a promising

area for investigation. In this thesis, we only explored a the tip of the iceberg to

develop suitable data caching mechanisms so that the overall data accessibility in

a mobile ad hoc network is enhanced.

In this thesis, we investigated the demands of the applications of mobile ad hoc

networks with the advances of technology in wireless communication and network-

ing. We discussed the challenges faced by ad hoc networks and which are the key

points for researchers to conquer. We reviewed the routing techniques available so

far in the literatures for mobile ad hoc networks.

A simple complexity analysis was done to prove that it is a NP-hard problem to

find an optimal data caching scheme in a mobile ad hoc network. Therefore, we

proposed several simple caching schemes instead.

We examined location-dependent data access schemes in this thesis. Our proposed

Relay Caching schemes allowed more intermediate nodes to cache interested data

70
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when they are nearer to the destination, and less intermediate nodes to cache the

data when the distance is far from the destination. By adopting this non-uniform

distribution of replicas, performance enhancement is achieved with less overhead.

We further improved our proposed caching schemes by integrating a location-

dependent handover and replacement policies. In handing the cached data over

to some neighboring nodes, local data accessibility is maintained when a caching

node leaves a particular location. Furthermore, smaller sized data items were given

higher priority to be cached in the memory, so that more data items could be cached

with the same size of memory. Therefore, higher data success ratio is achieved.

In this thesis, we verified our proposed caching schemes under networks with

five mobility models, namely, the Random Waypoint, Random Direction, Gauss-

Markov, Manhattan Grid and Reference Point Group Mobility (RPGM) models.

The Random Waypoint, Random Direction and Gauss-Markov mobility models are

similar to one another and there are only minor differences in terms of randomness.

Similar performances were obtained for our proposed schemes in the network with

these three mobility models. The SC and SC-H schemes performed well at low

memory levels. However, the RC and RC-H schemes outperformed the SC and

SC-H schemes by over 30%, and the schemes with handover outperform those

without handover by about 20%. The drawback of employing handover scheme is

that it consumes more energy. The energy consumption of the SC-H and RC-H

schemes in a fast moving network overtook the others. Therefore, we encourage to

disable the handover facility while a node is moving rapidly.

The performance of our caching schemes under Manhattan Grid Mobility Model

and RPGM Model are very different compared to that under Random Mobility

Models. Less cache memory is needed to reach stable data accessibility under
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Manhattan Grid Mobility Model and RPGM Model. In a network with Manhattan

Grid Mobility Model, the RC and RC-H schemes outperformed the SC and SC-H

schemes by a large margin. However, the benefits of handover policy is not obvious

in this case. Therefore, the RC scheme might be the best choice in a network with

Manhattan Grid Mobility Model. On the other hand, the SC, SC-H, RC and RC-H

schemes have similar performances in a network with RPGM model. Thus, the SC

scheme is recommended in this situation because of its simplicity.

There are a number of related research activities which could be carried out further.

Several examples are listed below:

• In this thesis, the network model we used was a single-server model. Further

research could be done on a network without any server. Mobile nodes could

function as data generators and/or requestors at the same time.

• More complicated mathematical models could be developed to distribute the

replicas in a more effective way.

• Security problem could be addressed to make sure the data obtained from

the caching nodes is the right copy. And further challenges could be made

by allowing some mobile nodes to be selfish.

• Data consistency problem could be studied further by allowing updates of

data.

• The cache scheme may be employed on network with different timeout val-

ues. The impact of timeout delay on the data blocking ratio and energy

consumption may be addressed in the future.
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Over the last few years, the field of wireless ad hoc networks has attracted tremen-

dous interest from the research community. The ultimate goal of setting up a

network is to exchange information. However, it is a challenging task to maintain

data accessibility due to physical constraints of ad hoc networks.
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